ANDREA SIPONE
Gamshy’s CEO & founder
Young up-and-comer who's going to steal the spotlight
Who is Andrea Sipone?
It would be limiting to say that Andrea Sipone is just the CEO of an iGaming company.
To fully comprehend his role it’s firstly very important to understand what Gamshy is and how the activites of
this world can fit into the schedule of a cheerful 25 years old italian.

Gamshy:
Established in 2016, Gamshy is now an important reality in the B2B world, not only in Italy.
In addition to an admirable client portfolio, what really sets it apart is to be found at its heart.
Gamshy is entirely made up of millennials and this is essential to Andrea’s vision:
“Being a millennial myself, I have clear in my mind what are the needs of my peers. There is the desire to find
a greater involvement, both in terms of graphics and themes.”

Quality:
Quality is at the core of what the company is aiming to
accomplish.
To achieve this, Andrea is willing to blend his professional
experience as a 3D artist and his love for the gaming world.
A good videogame is a mixture of narrative and graphics.
Therefore a good videoslot is going to need both.
This philosophy is behind his creative process, when he
conceives a new game concept. The game has to tell a story
and the graphics have to promote the experience and
engage the player.
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Progress:
Staying still means becoming obsolete, this is why
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Not only are the videoslots for the online alone,
there’s a fundamental focus on mobile and
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alternative gameplay. Tubolarium TM is just an
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Achievements:

Gamshy a good place to work in is the freedom
given. Freedom to try, to speak your mind and to

As CEO Andrea can boast remarkable achievements.
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allowed his company to grow and become
established.
Spinomenal, 1XBet, Groove gaming are only some
of the clients that Andrea has brought to its
portfolio and the future can only be more exciting
for him and his business.

iGaming World:
Starting a company at 23 years-old also means
having to deal with older and more experienced
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